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Abstract-It is shown that axioms developed at the design stage for program verification can be 
used to derive time cost equations for purposes of performance analysis. It is also shown that the 
axioms can be applied to existing programs to derive time cost equations. Flow in a program is the 
basis for time cost analysis. A triplet of the form O{Q)q ( similar to that of Hoare’s triplet [l]) is 
used to establish flow in program Q, with computing powers of 8 for input, and q for output. This 
triplet is modified to a quadruple to accommodate the time cost function, and is used in axioms 
proposed for various conventional nodes. 
A given program can be mapped into these nodes and related axioms can be applied to the nodes 
to identify alternative flow paths in the program. Time cost analysis can then be made by tracing 
the flow in the program. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Performance of software systems is traditionally viewed as not part of the early life cycle of 
software development. It is believed that hardware is fast and inexpensive, hence can take care 
of the performance (CPU time cost) requirements of the program. But the recent realization 
(see Smith [2] for case studies) that neglecting performance parameters during the early software 
development cycle could be disastrous, has lead to the study of its inclusion into software devel- 
opment. This is one such work wherein an attempt is made to show that performance metrics can 
be realized at the design stage itself by using the axioms developed for verification of program 
functional correctness. Also, a few basic nodes and their axioms are identified so that the existing 
program’s time cost analysis can be made by mapping the program into nodes and applying the 
axioms. 
It has been well-established that verification and proving correctness should be part of any 
new model or algorithm design. When a new model is designed or proposed for an existing 
machine [3-S], some existing program constructs are borrowed and some new constructs are 
formulated. In either case, these constructs are subjected to rigorous mathematical verification 
procedures. These verification procedures are so rich in their content, that they not only establish 
the proof but also provide us with axioms/rules that can be applied on these constructs. Axioms 
or rules, besides being useful for describing the construct, are themselves flow equations and 
hence can be used to establish the flow for that construct. 
Confirming to the continuity equations (through a point), incoming flow is always equal to 
out-going if there is no source/sink; this is the basis of the approach proposed here. Continuity 
of flow, very naturally fits into Hoare’s triplet [I], O{Q}9, which may be interpreted as “if 
assertion 0 is true before the start of the program Q, then assertion \k will be true at the end 
of the Q.” Where 8 represents the input control signal passing through the program module Q 
and 9 is the output control signal from the same module. This concept is used in deriving the 
axioms/rules for the basic nodes identified and subsequently to the programs themselves. 
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In this work, programs are considered as conduits for computing power to flow. This notion 
was successfully used before both in the program analysis [9] and time cost analysis of sequential 
and parallel programs [lO-141. In time cost analysis, a program is mapped into a Computation 
Structure Model, CSM, from which a spanning tree is derived and flow balance equations are 
formulated. These flow equations identify the independent flows in the CSM, which are used to 
make time cost analysis. Our proposed method will do away with the CSM and is capable of 
deriving the time costs directly from the program/algorithms itself. 
Each process (program module) is divided into a number of predefined nodes, which when 
evaluated with the corresponding axioms/rules would yield alternative flow equations. Using 
these flow equations, the cost analysis of the process can be carried out easily. Loops in a program 
end up with equations in loop variables which are random in nature. For various distributions of 
random variables, corresponding distributions for process time cost can be obtained. 
The Proposed Axiomatic-Like approach is best suited for evaluating some sort of intermediate 
quadruple code of the form 
(Op code)(source operand)(destination operand) (result operand). 
Imperative languages (such as FORTRAN, PASCAL, ADA, etc.) can be directly handled. Pro- 
grams written for hypothetical models and functional languages (LISP, ML, etc.), can be trans- 
formed into intermediate code of the above form and evaluated. 
We will end this section with two important definitions and in Section 2, we will show how 
axioms developed for the proof process can be used for establishing the alternative flows. In 
Sections 3, 4 and 5, components needed for evaluating existing programs are developed and 
rules that can be applied on these are given in Section 6. Nodes and rules derived are used to 
formulate time cost analysis equations for familiar program constructs in Section 7. In Section 8, 
an example is solved and in Section 9, some conclusions are drawn. 
NOTE 1. In the following text, a module is a program describing a process. 
1.1. Axiomatic Flow, I’ 
DEFINITION 1. For a set of input control signals, 0 with unbounded computing power, entering 
the module Q, a set of output control signals, 9 with unbounded computing power, are always 
available for the next module of a program, given that the module Q is successfully executed. 
Therefore, the program Aow control triplet is (Q, Q, Xl?), and the Aow can be represented as in 
equation (1). 
where 
P = O(Q)*, (I) 
1. E) and Q are doublets, {&, %} and {$~i, !R}, respectively, with i = 1 to n, where n is a finite 
number and ?B E Relational Operators = (8, A, V, I]}. For AND (A), OR (V), and parallel 
(II) operators, we require two or more flow control signals, whereas when we have only one 
signal, we don’t need any operator on it, hence, the empty set operator 8. 
Examples: &{Q}h, 01 A &{Q)+I, &{&)$I V 7h etc., and 
2. Q is the program module. If Q can be decomposed into various sub-modules, then they can 
be represented as Q = Qi; Qs; . . . Qn, in case of the sequential programs, and Q = Qi ]I 
Q2 II .-a II Qn, in case of parallel programs. 
Definition 1 can also be stated as a theorem and proved on similar lines to that of Hoare [l], 
by assuming 8 and @ to be assertions before and after the module Q. 
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Figure 2. Figure 1. 
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8 82 = \Yc2 
ej2 = \ya2 
Figure 3. Full Kripke model. 
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1.2. Axiomatic Time Cost, A 
DEFINITION 2. Let II be the time cost (or computing power) function. Given that a set of 
control signals, 0 with bounded computing power (TI(0)) en t er module {Q}, and exit as set of 
output control signals \E, with bounded computing power (II(Q)), we can evaluate the time cost 
requirements of the module Q, using relation II(Q) = II(@) -II(Q). Therefore, flow control triplet 
can be modified to a time cost model quadruple, (0, Q, Q’, II), (which we refer to as the ALPA 
model quadruple) to accommodate time cost analysis and can be represented as in equation (2) 
A, = Q{QP 
n(Q) ’ 
II(Q) = H(Q) + II(Q). (3) 
Equation (2) can be interpreted as follows: whenever flow is established by O(Q)*, computing 
power consumption by the module Q is given by II(Q). Therefore, equations (2) and (3) establish 
the basis for deriving computing power (in terms of time CPU time units) requirements for 
complete execution of a process. 
Following are the necessary conditions that the ALPA quadruple should satisfy: 
lI(@ = {&, %}) = II(9 = {$i, !I?}) + II(Q), Continuity equation (4) 
&,$i # 0, (5) 
i.e., that there should at least be one flow signal available into and out of program module 
(equation (5)). Equation (3) is rewritten as (4) to give an interpretation that one and only one 
operator is available for either of the flow signals. However, the operator available for input can 
be the same or different from that of the output signals. 
2. WHY AXIOMATIC-LIKE: AN EXAMPLE 
The example in Figure 1 is a variation of an example given in [15]. Assume that we can divide 
the parallel structure given in Figure 1 into various nodes of the form shown in Figure 2 with 
appropriate labels (F, C, S, J) and control signals (0, $). For the purpose of deriving the axioms, 
we assume that these nodes are the places and control signals are the transitions (of a petri net), 
therefore, labels and control signals can be viewed as propositional variables. Let 0,(X/ exp l), 
Q(X/ewl,), &(X/ew2), WX/exp2,), Wz/O), %(x/a), &(z/l), and Q(zla), be the 
subformulas, where exp 1,) exp 2, are evaluated expressions. We will now derive the axioms using 
classical propositional connectives an+ modality signs: 0 (necessity sign) and o (possibility sign) 
and construct Kripke model [16]. 
ef => -((e,, v es1 v e,, v ec2 v es2 v e,, v Q~) 
v(FvC~VS~VC~VS~VJ)), 
ef => qer v (-e, A F)), 
F => qe,, A ec2 A 7ef), 
ccl => o(c1 A -et,) A oecl, 
ec2 => o(c2 A 7ec2) A oec2, 
(Cl A &(X/exp 1)) => O(&(X/exp le) A -Cl A e,,) A OCl, 
(C2 A &(X/ exp 2)) => O(U2(X/ exp2,) A -C2 A es,) A Oc2, 
es1 => o(s1 A lesl) A oesl, 
e,2 => O(S2 A -&2) A O&2, 
(Sl A U3(z/O)) => O(Us(z/a) A -3 A ejl) A OSl, 
(s2 A 734(2/l)) => 0(04(x/a) A -82 A ejz) A 0s2, 
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Figure 4. Modified Kripke model. 
pj, A dj2) => q j1, 
(e,, A 7ejl) => q ej2, 
($1 A 42) => w 
J => q tijj, 
l(S1 A S2). (6) 
For a detailed explanation of the above axioms, the reader is referred to [15], where axioms 
for a similar parallel structure are derived and explained. The axioms given in equation (6) 
completely describe the parallel structure in Figure 1. These axioms clearly show that there are 
several flow paths, but leading to two terminal stages. Upon termination, variable a will have 1 
in one terminal state and 0 in the other terminal state. For the given structure, we should prove 
that we always get the same results (i.e., no ambiguity, sort of a fixed point). In order to achieve 
this, we have to explicitly add a new axiom that would place restrictions on the flow paths and 
produce the desired results. Assume that we want variable a to take 0 value, eventually. To 
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Figure 5. Alternative flow paths. 
achieve this, we have to add to the above set of axioms the following equation: 
(Cl A Sl) => 0(&r A $2 A Sl A TS2). (7) 
Equation (7) also generates some non-reachable states, which we can reject. With the remaining 
axioms, we can prove that the parallel structure behavior is predictable. 
Usually, once the program’s correctness is established at the design state, the axioms are thrown 
away and not made use of in any subsequent program development steps. Besides proving that the 
program works, the axioms designed also establish the flow. We can clearly see this through the 
Kripke models (Figures 3 and 4) constructed using the above axioms. Figure 3 lists exhaustively 
all the possible behaviors of the program, whereas Figure 4 takes equation (7) into consideration 
and highlights only reachable states. 
The parallel flow paths present in Figure 1 are identified in the Kripke model and shown in 
Figure 5 (in dark and gray, respectively) with alternative behaviors with respect to one another. 
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Tracing those parallel flow paths, we get the flow axiom: 
ej + F (+ ecZ( + ~2 (- e,,( + ~2 (- ej2( + J (- 4w). (9) 
The terms under the overline in equations (8) and (9) are synchronization terms in the spirit of 
axiom (7). Once we have the flow equations, determining the cost is straight forward (summation 
of the components of the flow path). The cost of the synchronization part of the program is the 
maximum of the two parallel paths. We will revisit this example, after we go through the the 
components of the axiomatic-like performance analysis (ALPA) model. 
The above example clearly shows that axioms developed during the verification stage can 
further be used in deriving the cost of the program itself. 
3. COMPONENTS OF ALPA MODEL 
In Section 2, we have seen that if performance requirements of a program are specified as a 
part of the specifications, then these can also be verified by the use of the axioms developed for 
the program verification purpose. In this and the remaining sections, we will look at the axioms 
that we require to analyze the performance of an existing program. 
The building blocks of this approach are basic nodes with their input and output flow control 
signals. Using these basic nodes, some familiar program constructs (such as Zf and else, while, 
etc.) can be formulated and by using these, in turn, processes can be evaluated. 
Prom Definition 2, it is clear that, for a given program, if we can find the the sub-modules for 
which costs can be easily evaluated, then the cost for the whole program can be estimated. In 
order to achieve this, basic nodes for sequential and parallel modules are designed. These nodes 
are similar to those proposed in [14,17], but are accompanied with axioms/rules so that they can 
be used in conjunction with one another in deriving equations for cost analysis. 
4. ORDINARY NODES 
4.1. Skip Node (K) 
This node is essentially a node with no cost involved. Skip axiom given in [18] and [19] is used 
as flow control axiom for skip node and is given in equation (10). Time cost analysis is given in 
equations (11) and (12), which indicate that there is no cost associated with this node. 
Figure 6. Skip node. 
where 0k = {ok, 0}, Qk = {$J&, S} 
AK = ek{Khh 
NULL ’ 
wek) = n($k). 
(11) 
(12) 
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4.2. Simple Node (S) 
A simple node is the simplest that can be formed, and a priori knowledge about its cost (II(S)) 
is available. Examples are 
(4 
(b) 
cc> 
(4 
read a data item, 
write a data item, 
assignment, 
simple arithmetic, (addition, subtraction, etc.), etc. 
Is = O,{S}Ql,, (13) 
where 8, = {O,,0}, Qs = {&,S} 
Figure 7. Simple node. 
(14) 
4.3. Decision/Alternation/Guard Node (D) 
This node helps in deriving equations for programs with nondeterminism present in them (these 
are essentially guards [20]). It receives an input signal, evaluates a comparison statement and 
delivers alternative output signals. 
f-4 D 
Pigure 8. Decision/alternation/guard node. 
rD = @d{D}*d, (16) 
where @d = {dd,f’}, *d = {(+dn,$‘dy),V}. Th ere ore, f equation (16) can be rewritten as the 
following: 
where 
rD = ‘&{D}hi?n v $dy 
= @d{wdn) v @d{wdy) 
= P(ed{wdn) f !7(ed{wdv>, 
p+q=l. 
(17) 
(18) 
If the evaluation of comparative statement of the decision node D results in a success, then the 
output control signal generated would be &+,. Otherwise, it is ?,!+jn. For time cost analysis, we 
have 
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Using equation (17), equation (19) can be rewritten as the following: 
A 
D 
= hz{D)lltdn v tidy 
W) 
= p(@&+hn) + q (‘%{Db/‘dy) 
n(D) ND) ’ 
ITcod) = n(D) + P.n('$dn) + q.l@+k+). 
5. TAGGED NODES 
Some of the actions (nodes) often need be augmented by counteractions (co-nodes). To check 
if these actions and counteractions did take place, we tag the nodes and carry out necessary 
checks. Another advantage of these tags is that they provide a means of identifying the loops 
and recursion. A tag carries a name, a label, or an identification with it. 
5.1. Goto/Jump Node (G.t) 
This node is primarily defined to take care of the jump statements. The or node discussed in 
Section 5.2 is a must counterpart of this node. Corresponding to every goto node, there should 
be one and only one or node. 
o- G t 
Figure 9. Goto node. 
rG.t = @,{G.t)Q,, 
where 8, = {%,0), *, = i.&,0), 
A G.t = 
%{G.W 
n(G) ’ 
We,) = n(G) + WI&). 
(22) 
(23) 
(24 
R 
\p 
t 
Figure 10. Or/merge node. 
5.2. Or/Merge (of Alternatives) Node (Rt) 
The purpose of this node is more from a flow point of view. It has zero time cost, which 
is indicated as NULL. This node is mainly used to merge the alternatives generated either by 
decisions or by unconditional gobs. This is actually a counterpart of the goto statement. For 
every or node there should at least be one corresponding goto node. It is possible to have 
more than one goto node corresponding to an or node. Matching between the or node and its 
corresponding goto nodes is realized through the tags. It can receive the alternative input signals 
but generates a single output. 
rR.t = @,{R.t}Q,, (25) 
urn 26-10-F 
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where 0, = { (&, , i = 1, n), V}, *‘r = {h-,8}. Therefore, equation (25) can be rewritten as the 
following: 
rR.t = erl V e,, V . . . V &.m{R.t}$$. 
= (4.1 {R.t}lCI,) V (8.2 {R.t}lClr) v e . . v (er,{R.t}&) 
= P1(h-,I_wh-) +Pz(~r,{R.t}~,)+ *.. +pn(e7-,{R.t}$$.), (26) 
where relation between pl, pz, . . . ,p,, is given by equation (27): 
p1 +pz +.*. +p, = 1. (27) 
For time cost analysis, we have 
*R,t = %{R*tPr 
NULL ’ (28) 
Using equation (26), equation (28) can be rewritten as follows: 
A 
e,, v e,, v . . . v eTn {R.q+h. 
R.t = 
NULL 
= Pl 
(6, {R.thh) + p2 (6-,w.w4 + . . . + p w, ww4 
NULL NULL ‘12 NULL ’ (29) 
II(@) = II( (30) 
It should be noted that a conditional statement in a program demands a decision node, coupled 
with a goto node and an or node, whereas an unconditional jump consists of a goto node and an 
or node only. 
When the analysis is carried out on the intermediate- (or assembly)-like code, this can be easily 
identified by the labels. 
5.3. Basic Nodes for Distributed/Parallel Models 
In this section, we will look at some of the basic nodes that we require for handling parallel 
program constructs. The two most basic constructs are forlc and join. From a computing strength 
point of view, fork is a source of supply of n copies of computing power of incoming control signals. 
Join, on the other hand, is kind of a sink and absorbs the excess computing power and releases 
the computing power equivalent to that of the incoming signal minus the maximum cost of the 
various parallel paths. That is, if we have a computing power of (pi available at the fork node, it 
then generates n * pi computing power, whereas the join node gives out (ai-the maximum cost 
of the various parallel paths). 
One can time slice and use these constructs on a uni-processor environment also, hence, the 
equations are derived both for uni- and parallel(multi)-processor environments. 
Note that these are also tagged nodes. 
5.3.1. Fork Node (F.t) 
This node is used to specify the parallel processes. The flow equations for this node are 
formulated in such a way so that it can be used both with uni-processor and parallel(multi)- 
processor systems. In the case of a parallel(multi)-processor system, it is capable of generating 
a finite number of processing elements each of the same strength and equal to the input control 
signal. This has a single input signal and has n output signals. 
For uni-processor system l?F.t, = C3f{F.t}Qfu, (31) 
for parallel(multi)-processor system r~.~, = Of{F.t}Qf_ , (32) 
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where @f = {O/,0}, *fu = {($f., i = Ln), A}, and \kf, = {($f,, i = l,n), II}. Therefore, 
equation (31) can be rewritten as follows: 
= 61f{F.t}qbn A Of {F.t}$y, A . . . A Of{F.t}$f,, . (33) 
Figure 11. Fork node. 
The A operator is like composition, (i.e., all the nodes associated with the A operator need 
to be executed, in any order). Therefore, it can be viewed as the sequential execution of all the 
nodes in a uni-processor environment. In view of this, equation (33) can be modified as given in 
equation (34): 
For a parallel processor system, equation (32) can be modified as follows: 
Time cost, II(F.t) is the cost involved in creating the required number of processes, hence, for 
time cost analysis, we have 
Using equations (34) and (35), equations (36) and (37) can be rewritten as follows: 
(38) 
NOTE 2. Note the change in the notation of the cost function parameter. Instead of using F.t as 
the parameter of the cost function lI(), we have used fi. This will allow us to differentiate time 
costs associated with various forked out signals. 
(39) 
NOTE: Every fork should be followed by the join node, which is discussed in the next section. 
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5.3.2. Join Node (J.t) 
This node is the converse of the fork node defined above and is used to check if all the forked 
processes have terminated after successful execution. This has n number of input signals coming 
to it and a single output signal going out. 
For a uni-processor system r ~.t, = @j,, { J.t}alj, (41) 
for a parallel-processor’ system lT~.t, = @j,, {J.t}*j, (42) 
where Oj, = { (Oj”, i = l,n), A}, ojm = {(Q, i = l,n), II}, and Q.j = {?Lj, 0). 
Figure 12. Join node. 
For a uni-processor environment, we get the following equations: 
rJ.t, = ej, A 0j2 A . ’ . A Oj, { J.t}?(lj 
=ej,{J.t}$j Aejz{J.t}$j A~.+AQj,{J.t}~j. 
Viewing composition as sequence, we can rewrite equation (43), as (44). 
rJ.t, = @j, { J.t)tij; Qj, { J.t}@j; . . . ; Oj,, { J.t}$j. (44) 
(43) 
For a parallel processor system, we get 
rJ.t, = ej, II ej, II . * * II edJ.tllltj 
= ej, {J.thb II 4, {J.tb& II . * . II Qj,, {Jt)llj. (45) 
Here the time cost, II(J), involved is for termination of the processes created by the fork node. 
For the time cost analysis, we have 
b.tU = 
Oj, { J.t}Qj 
WJu) ’ 
(46) 
&.t,,, = 
Oj, { J.t}Qj 
WJm) . 
(47) 
Using equation (44) and (45), equation (46) and equation (47) can be rewritten as follows: 
&a, = 
(ejl I J.tMj 1; (ej2 {J.thb 1; . . . ; (ej,~~~t~h > ,
Wl) W2) n 
fl(Ju) = n(h) + Wd + . . . + Wn) 
= f: Wji), 
i=l 
(48) 
(49) 
For the same reasons noted in Note 2, time cost function parameters are renamed here also. 
NOTE: Every join should be preceded by the fork node discussed in Section 5.3.1. 
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5.4. Other Nodes 
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5.4.1. Begin and End Nodes (B.t and E.t) 
Begin is responsible for accounting the time required for loading the program into the memory 
and setting up the required working registers, etc. The axioms and the equations for this node 
are similar to that of the goto node described in Section 5.1. End is an essential counterpart of 
the begin node. In a process, there can only be one begin node and one end node. 
5.4.2. Call Node (H.t) 
This node can replace function or subroutine calls. Usually, the cost of the call is dependent 
on the number parameters we pass to the calling procedure or function. However, in the present 
analysis, we limit ourselves to constant cost, (i.e., independent of number of parameters passed) 
for a call node. Axioms will then be similar to that of goto node (Section 5.1). 
5.4.3. Composite Node and Process Node (C and M.t) 
A composite node is derived using the basic nodes. A process node defines the entire process 
and is a tagged node. Rules for deriving these are given in the Section 6. 
rc = O,{C}Q’,, (50) 
rA4.t = %{M.t)Qk,, (51) 
where 8c = {0,, 0}, Q’c = {Gc, 8) and 8, = {e,, 0}, 9, = {?I,, 0) 
6. SOME PRODUCTIONS AND RULES 
DEFINITION 3. (Process) A process with tag ti is identified with set of nodes that begin with a 
begin node with tag ti and end with an end node carrying the same tag ti. 
DEFINITION 4. (ConditionaLStatements) A set of nodes that begin with a decision node, end 
with the first encountered goto node. 
DEFINITION 5. (Loops) A set of nodes that begin with an or node with tag tk and end with a 
goto node carrying the same tag tk identify a loop. 
DEFINITION 6. (Recursion) If the process defined in Definition 3, carries a call node with the 
same tag as that of the process node itself then we have recursion in the process set. 
DEFINITION 7. (Parallel_Construct) A set of nodes that begin and end with fork and join, re- 
spectively, constitute a parallel construct 
Above definitions are rewritten in the form of rules given below: 
Process, M.ti 
Process_Component 
Composite, C 
Conditional_Statements 
Loop 
Parallel_Constructs 
..- ..- 
.._ ..- 
..- ..- 
..- *.- 
.._ ..- 
..- ..- 
Begin, Il.&; Process-Component; End, E.ti 
Composite, C 1 Process_Component 
Skip, K 1 Simple, S 1 Composite, C 
) Call, H.tj 1 Loop 
1 Conditional-Statements I Parallel-Constructs 
Decision, D; Composite, C; Or, R.tl 
I Decision, D; Goto, G.tl; Composite, C; Or, R.tl 
Or, R.tk; Composite, C; Goto, G.tk 
Fork, F.t,; Composite, C; Join, J.t, 
I Lock, L.t,; Composite, C; Unlock, L.t, 
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6.1. Simple Algebra of Nodes 
DEFINITION 8. (Complete Set of Nodes) A group of nodes that are in agreement with at least 
one of the definitions in Section 6 (Definition 3-7), are said to be a complete set. 
The following rules are applicable to only those nodes or sets of nodes which are complete, 
RULE 1. (Rule of Sequence) If node &I and node Q2 are in sequence with time cost 12(Q1) and 
II(Q2), respectively, then the composite node cost is the sum of the individual costs of the nodes. 
edQd+i; ej{Q~}+~ 
WQd + n(Q2)) ’ 
where tii = 0,. (54) 
Rule for composition in [21] can also be viewed as a rule for a sequence. 
RULE 2. (Rule of Parallelism) If node &I and node Q2 are completely parallel (i.e., no common 
resources to share), with time cost lTI(Q ) 1 and II(Q2), respectively then the cost incurred is the 
maximum cost of the two nodes. This is same as that given in [19] with interference free. 
(55) 
7. SIMPLE PROGRAM CONSTRUCTS 
In this section, some of the common program constructs are looked at to derive the time cost 
expressions. The whole exercise of deriving equations is to establish various flow paths. For 
example, in a two node module, flow path between the nodes is said to be established only when 
the input of the succeeding node is equal to the output of the preceding node. If the flow is 
established then the cost of the module is the sum of the cost of all the nodes. 
7.1. If (X) Then Y, Else Z, (IFE) 
Typically, we will have IFE in the following form: 
if (z> then 
Y 
else 
The if-else construct part can be considered as a composite node, which can be divided into 
its basic nodes. if-else construct can be realized with the following nodes sequence: 
(compositeZl); (compositeZ2); (decision); (((goto); (composite,)) v ((composite,); (goto))); (or), 
where (composite,,); (compositeZ2); (decision) correspond to expression 2, (composite,) replaces 
expression y and expression z is presented by (composite,). Note that (compositeZ2) can be a 
NULL expression* rIFE = @fe{~FE}~,ife 
= rc,, ; rc,, ; rD;((rG.11;rC,)V(rC,;rG.12));rR.1. (56) 
Nodes I&; rc. get executed, if the comparison in decision node fails (no-path), otherwise nodes 
I&; rG& (yes-path) one picked for execution. Either is followed by an or node. 
FIFE 
= ‘%z,{Czl~~c~,; ~c,a{Cz2)h; ~d{%hin v +dy; 
((h{GAhb,,,; ~c,{Czbbc,) v @,{C&c,; @2{GJ2)&z)); or1 v &,{Wti,, 
= (%I {Glhb,, ; L, {Gz)%L; ed{D)+dn; k{G.h)&, ; kz {cz)+c,; 6, {R.+h-) 
v(L~Glw’c,t; &,n{Gc2W,2; @d{Dh& &,{c,)$‘c,; &zW’.~&,~; ‘%,{~.~}$‘r) 
= P CL {Gl hb,, ; 4,z {G21L; b{D)tidn; hW&+&; &.{cz)$‘,.; -%,{R.l}$‘,) 
+4L {c&fL; eczz{C,2}~,,,;ed{D}~dy; ~c,{~,)tic,; hzW2)11r,,; h-,{R.~}ti,), (57) 
where p+q = 1. 
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Using the flow analysis equations derived above, we can get the following cost derivation for 
the IFE. 
From equation (58), we can get the following time cost functional relationships. 
n(IFE) = p(n(Czl) + n(Cz2) + n(D) + n(G) + IT(C,) + lI(NULL) 
+ dn(%) + n(Cz2) + n(D) + II + IT(G) + rI(NULL) 
= n(Gl) + JJ(G2) + n(D) + n(G) + pII + qII(C,). (59) 
For an if construct without else equations (57), (58) and (59) can be modified by just replacing 
the nodes C, and G.12 by skip node K, to get equations (60), (62) and (63): 
= p(h,, ~w~czl; ~c,2vz2~k2; ed{Wddn; e91W1)$,,; ekwhh; e,, {R.z)+,) 
+q(e,,, vhhb ; ecza vz2hb,,; ~d{Dh4iy; ~c,~w~c,; eJcv+h; er,(R.z)ti,). (60) 
Without loss of generality, the ship node can be removed from the equation (GO), to get equa- 
tion (61). 
(61) 
WF) = P (n(Gl) + n(Cz2) + IT(D) + II(G) + ll(NULL) 
+q(~(czl) + n(Cz2) + n(D) + II + ll(NULL) 
= n(&) + U(Cz2) + H(D) + pII + qII(C,). 
7.2. Loops 
7.2.1. While (X) Do Y, (WD) 
Typically, while-do takes the following form: 
while (21 Do 
Y 
The while-do construct part of above program can be realizei using the if construct of the 
previous section with a jump statement as shown below: 
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label : 
if (z) then 
Y 
goto label 
The above program can be further modified to the following to take the $ construct form, so 
that we can use its equation (61) directly, 
label : 
if (z> then 
Y 
where expression Y is a composite statement containing expression y and an unconditional goto 
statement. Now we can reduce the above construct to a combination of an or node and an $ 
construct, R; IF. 
Expanding Cy into its components, C,, * G.label and rearranging equation (65), we get 
rWD = de,, {R.label}&; ecm, {~zl)~c~I ; h2 {G2)7h,z; 
fwwh; h7w~y+h; h, w.~~~bh-) 
+d4-,W.labe%4-; ~cz,~czlhh,,; ec.dc~2hh,z; 
~dwdy; ecy vkhbcy; b{G.label)l(l,; h, {R.~Y#J,). (66) 
According to Definition 5, whenever an or node succeeds a goto node we have a loop between the 
two. Therefore, there is a loop between node R.label and G.label. Hence, the alternative flow 
component identified by q is a loop and q itself is the loop counter, nloop. Since expression z 
eventually has to fail, the flow path identified by p is visited once and only once. Therefore, the 
new set of flow equations are: 
rWD = orI {R.labelhk oczl {~zl}~c,I ; &, {c3c2}~c,z; 
wwhn; e7wzyzhb; elcwh; eT,w.2Yzhh 
+nloop(e,,{R.label}~,; eczl {G1}lcIcsI ; e,,, {cz2}~‘,z,,; 
fwhb; ecu ~cyhb,; ~g{G.label}lCI,; 6, {R.syz)+,). (67) 
nloop in the above equation is a random variable. Using equation (67), we can easily now derive 
the time cost expression 
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(68) 
IIwo = (NULL + l-I(C3c1) + II(C,z) + II(D) + II(G) + NULL) 
+nloop(NULL + II(%) f l-I(Czz) + l-I(D) + II + l-I(G) + NULL) 
= n(Czl) + V&a> + n(D) + n(G) 
+nloop(I-I(Cz~) + II(C,2) + II(D) + II + II(G)). (6% 
7.2.2. Repeat (Y) Until (X) (RU) 
This loop can also be viewed as do-while. The only difference between while-do and repeat- 
until constructs is that the execution of (y) is guaranteed at least once in repeat-until construct. 
Typically repeat-until takes the following form: 
repeat 
Y 
until (2) 
The repeat-until construct part of above program can be realized using the while-do construct of 
the previous section with one extra statement 
Y 
while (z) Do 
Y 
TO construct the equations for the RU, we can use the equations of the while-do construct, (equa- 
tions (67), (68) and (69)) and to that add a composite node corresponding to the expression y. 
~Ru = @,,{RU}Q’r,, 
= rC,; FWD, (79) 
A 
@r,(RW’l,, 
RU = 
n(RU) 
(71) 
II = II + lI(WD) 
= WC,) + n(C,,) + W&2) + n(D) + n(G) 
+nloop(I-I(Cz~) + II(C,,) + II(D) + II + I-I(G)). 
7.2.3. For Loop, (FR) 
(72) 
Typically a for loop is of the following form: 
for (ini; z; inc) 
Y 
The for loop is made up of an initialization component (ini), a conditional statement (z), body 
of the loop (y) and an incrementer (inc). It can be suitably modified to take the form of a while 
loop. 
ini 
while (2) Do 
Y 
inc 
There is a drawback in the above transformation. In a normal while-do loop, the number of loops 
parameter, nloop is a random variable, whereas here in the case of for, it is sort of deterministic. If 
we know the parameters of initialization, conditional statement and the incrementer, and further, 
if the variables associated with these statements are not modified inside the for loop, then we 
can precisely determine the number of loops. In constrast, by transforming for into while-do, we 
are making nloop a random variable. 
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If we combine the composite expression y and the incrementer inc into another composite 
statement Y, then we can use equation (67). The resultant program will be: 
ini 
while (cc> Do 
Y 
and the equations are 
(73) 
(74 
II = II(Cini) + II 
= n(Ci,i) + n(Czl> + n(Czz) + IT(D) + II(G) 
+nlw@(Cd + n(Cz2) + IT(D) + I + II(G)) 
= II(&i) +II(Czi) + W&2) +W) +n(G) 
+nlow(~(C,l) +n(C,2)+n(D>+~(C,)+ II(C&+II(G)). ( ‘5) 
7.3. Parallel Structures (PS) 
7.3.1. Perfectly Parallel Structures (PP) 
There are no simple parallel constructs, hence a typical parallel program is taken for analysis. 
do in parallel 
expression 1 
11 expression 2 
11 . . . II expression n 
The parallel component of above program can be summarized as one composite node consisting 
of a fork node followed by finite number of composite nodes and a join node. 
The cost expression for the PP (II( can now be derived using equation (77) 
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(78) 
For parallel computation, we know that the cost of the structure is the max of its individual 
components. Therefore, 
IVP) = $&(IU) + II(G) + l-U>). 
7.3.2. Conditional Parallel Structures (CP) 
(79) 
In this section, we will go back to our earlier example in Figure 1, discussed in Section 2. We 
can divide this structure as shown in Figure 2, into various nodes defined before. If the two 
parallel paths shown are perfectly parallel, then we can directly use equation (79) to derive the 
cost expression which in this case is equation (80): 
II = max((II(fr) + II(G) + Vr) + l-%1)), (II + II(G) + II(&) + l-G))). (80) 
Since the two assignment statements (in two simple nodes) result in two different terminal states, 
as pointed out in Section 2, we have to constrain the execution of the parallel statements. The 
parallel paths are constrained by imposing a condition (equation (7)) that assures the avoidance 
of a possible conflict. The condition, once introduced, restricted certain parts of a flow path to 
reduce their speed to match that of a certain part of another Aow path (cf. equations (8) and (9)). 
Therefore, the cost of the conditional parallel structure in Figure 2 is: 
Cost = max(Cost(F + Cl), Cost(F + C2 + S2)) 
+ max(Cost(S1 + J), Cost(J)), (81) 
II = max((lXfi) + II(G)>, (W2) + n(C2) + n(S2)) 
+ m=@(sl) + WI)), W2))). (82) 
Refer to Note 2 for cost function parameters. 
8. EXAMPLE: PARALLEL PROGRAM 
Consider the following parallel program: 
PARAl :: 
begin 
repeat 
COMP 
until (x> 
end 
where 
COMP :: [COMPi 11 COMP2 )I COMP33 
COMPI :: 
if (y> then 
COMPII 
COMPII :: [COMPill 11 COMPll23 
The above program is decomposed into the basic nodes defined before and the resulting program 
structure is given in Figure 13. Assuming that the parallel paths in this program are perfectly 
parallel, we can evaluate this program by the direct application of node equations developed 
before. 
rEX1 = rB.ezl; rRLI; rE.etl 
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. 
r 
Figure 13. Example of a parallel program with various nodes. 
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Using equation (70)) we get 
Applying equation (64), we get 
Expanding IF construct, we get 
rEXl = r&l; rCcoMp ; rR.labell; okI ; rCsZ ; rD; (rG.label2 v k); rR.label2); FE&. 
Decomposing node Cy into its constituent nodes, we get 
rEXl = rB.4 rho,,; rR.labell; kI; r&a; rD; 
(rG.labelP v (rCcoMP ; habell)); rR.label2; rE.ezl. 
Substituting the flow equations corresponding to each of the above nodes, we get 
rEX1 = ob{B.ezl}tib; &,,,, {~COMP}&,,,_,; (6, v Brz {R.labell}$+.); 
((ec~~~c3c1hk,1~ ec,a{~z2hh,~;) 6% v od@}tid)) ; 
(UGJabe12hh V (eccomp{C~~~~}~Ccomp; B,{G.labell}&)); 
(&, V 8,, {Rlabel2}&); B,{E.ezl}$,; 
= (eb{Bvezl)tib; %omp{cCOMP}&coCcomp; orI {R.labell}h-; 
kI @%h& ; &,z {cz2hkzz; ed&wd; 
Bg{G.labe12}llrg; e,., {I?.label2}&.; &{E.e~l}$+) 
+nlooP(k {R.labellM-; kI {Czl)ti’c,, ; k2 {cz2}~c,a; odv{D}$Jd; 
e ccmp ~CC~MPhkomp; Bg{G.labell}$+,); +&,{R.label2}$+. 
Using the above equations, we can now derive the cost expression. Since the above flow equations 
have single input and output, we can write the cost, expression directly. 
rI(EX1) = l-I(B) + rI(C COMP) + n(NULL) + n(‘%) + n(cz2) 
+I-I(D) + n(G) + II(NULL) + ll(E) 
+nloop(n(NULL) + ll(Czl) + l-I(&) + l-I(D) 
+n(CCOMP) + n(G)) + n(NULL) 
= n(B) + n(‘%OMP) + II(%) + fl(c,2) + n(D) + l-I(G) + l-I(E) 
+nlooP(n(h) + n(cz2) + U(D) + n(cCOMp) + H(G)). 
Now let us expand the node Cco~p. 
11 (ef{Fvonehhz ; &_mps {cCOMPP}$L,,,~; ej, {h-Ie}$j) 
II FdF.on+h; eCEompa{CCOMP3)~ICcompB; $, {J.one}&). 
Therefore, the time cost of the node CcoMp is: 
=(CCOMP) = $$n(f,) + n(%OMP(i)) + II(j 
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where II refers to the time cost function of the flow equation Bf{F.one}$h and similarly 
others. 
Since node C~o~pr is an if construct, we have the following flow and cost equations for that 
wherep+q= 1. 
One more composite node that can be further split is, Cco~prr, for which we get the following 
equations. 
Note that, in the above equations, COMPll(i) = COMPlli (i.e., COMPll(2) = COMPllP). 
NOW substituting II(Cco~prr) in lI(Cco~pr), we get 
n(cCOMPl) = fl(c,l> + fl(c,2) + n(o) + PI-I(G) 
+&+$n(fll(j)) + nI(CCOMPll(j)) + ~(~ll(,)>>). 
II(CCOM~~) can be substituted in lI(Cco~p) to get the following: 
nI(cCOMP) = $$“(fi) + nI(CCOMP(i)) + f%i>> 
= m=[(WC,l) + WC,2) + n(D) + pfl(G) 
+~~~~~(~(.fll(j)) + n(CCOMPll(j)) + ~(jll(,)))}>, 
(n(f2) + n(CCOMP(2)) + n(j2)>, 
@(f3) + n(CCOMP(3)) + n(j3))1- 
To get the complete cost expression, we should substitute lT(Cco~p), in II(EX1). 
rI(EX1) = JI(B) 
+ max[(n(C,r) + W~,Z) + TV> + pfl(G) 
+&$$n(flI~j,) + ~&OMPll(j)) + ~(~l,,,)))}), 
cn(f2> + nI(CCOMP(2)) + fl(j2)), 
@(f3) + n(CCOMP(3)) + n(j3))] 
+~(GI) -I- n(‘Zz2) + n(D) + H(G) + II(E) 
+nlooPW(Czl) + rj(Cz2) + l-I(D) 
+ m=[(n(C,l> + WCy2) + n(D) + @I(G) 
+h$$fl(fll(j)) + n(CCOMPll(j)) + ~(~ll,,))))), 
cn(f2) + n(CCOMP(2)) + n(j2)>, 
cnI(f3) + n(CCOMP(3)) + l%3))] 
+WG)). 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that axioms can be used for time cost analysis of a program either earlier at 
the design stage or. subsequently after implementing it. 
The axioms developed for program verification at the design stage can be used to establish 
the flow in the program module using the Kripke model. The flow path, once established, can 
be walked through to determine the time cost of the designed program which helps in verifying 
whether or not the performance requirements are satisfied. 
To determine the time cost of an existing program, a simple method is proposed which uses 
the Hoare’s triplet and flow concepts and works well for simple sequential and parallel models. 
Various nodes are identified with their associated axioms. Simple sequential and parallel program 
constructs are realized, using these nodes, and their cost expressions are derived. 
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